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SALUTATORY IN THE FIRST NUMBER.
January, 1901.

"In the publication of the Columbia Law Review we feel
that we have undertaken a task which may prove to be beyond
our powers. Yet we have been encouraged to proceed in the
hope that if our efforts are successful, the magazine will be of
service to the profession. And in this, our initial number, we
wish to indicate the general purpose of our undertaking. The
plan was conceived with the idea that there is a field for still
another magazine devoted to the discussion of legal problems,
and containing besides, a summary of current decisions and
discriminating reviews of law books. The only undergraduate
work will appear in the digests and criticisms of recent cases.
For our other material we shall look entirely to members of
the Bar, encouraged by the cordial aid already given.
"For the generous support which we have received fropi
the Bench, the University and the Bar we wish to express our
gratitude and to it attribute any measure of success which may
come to us. In particular, we wish to thank the editors, past
and present, of the Hari·ard Law Review, not only for setting
before us a standard to which we some day hope to attain, but
also for their kindly suggestions.''
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-Vol. I, Colum.bia Law Review, p. 50.
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THE FOUNDING OF THE REVIEW.
By John M. Woot.ey, 1901L,
S.cHlary of tile Review. 1900·0 I

The idea of founding the Columbia LO!W Review was first
~uggei1te<l by the writer in the spring of the year 1900 and the
first number was published in January, 1901. The Review,
t.herefore, is the sume age as the present century.
The writer had felt during his first two years at the Columbia Law School that, in spite of the remarkable teachers on
its faculty and the standing of the school in the public estimation, there was a certain lack of organization and incentive in

the student life.
Quite naturally his attention was challenged by the interest
and enthusiasm felt by friends who were at Harvard and happened to be connected with the Harvard Law Review. He was,
however, very loath to stand sponsor for the project of a Columbia Law Review unless something happened which would make
it seem not inappropriate that he should take the matter up with
the Faculty. He feared a quo u1arranto by his classmates.
The excuse needed came in the spring of 1900, when the
elections to The Moot, a scholarship society which had not occupied a plooe of great prominence in the student life, were
given out, and five members of the Class of 1901 were added to
it. The men selected were Joseph E. Corrigan, Beverley R.
Robinson, Herman F. Robinson, Forsyth Wickes, and the

writer.

I
t

I

The election to this scholarship society, whether deserved
or not, seemed to afford an opportunity of taking up seriously
the question of founding a Law Review at Columbia.
After talking the matter over with Corrigan, he and the
writer went to see Dean Keener about it. Dean Keener received .
[ 2
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Thfl ~U~r W!Qs ~ha•n h~kt~n up with thf\ othP. m~mber of
~ _(oot. ~nd Hu~y ud(h•d to tlwir nnn1h(\r th· a drlitionnl memof b
la.., of 1901 = J,Jouis amt er L evy, George G. ·ch rei~r, • 0014dma 1 Tyl~ r, Burton W. \iVilson and Harold "\V nlker-.
T hus · ·a .. ~on~t it nt (>d nn nsso<>in tion of t en men which was
ub equentl. org anized into a L aw R eview Board by th e election
of oerigan a Editor in Chief, Woolsey as Secretary, Tyl er as
T r.ea ur eir and L evy as Business 1I anager. Walker was selected
a Editor in charge of the department of r ecent decisions.
The organization of the C olitmbia .Law Review was made
omewhat different to that of the Harvard, Law R eview, as we .
th en understood it.
The reason was tl1at a great deal of 'vork had to be done
in order to secure contributions of articles. Hence there was a
Secretary elected to deal with this aspect of the new R eview.
.
The plan ' ¥"as, as it is now, that the only part of the R eview

~:

~t ,:, be written by the students of .t~e Law School should be. the

· 1&es of cases and the recent dec1s1ons. Dean Keener required
: ~ i the leading articles and the book reviews should be writt en
· ·~persons outside of the undergraduate body. I-Ie also stated
.~bal the R eview could not commence publication until twenty~-fl~. r articles, thr ee for each issue of the fir st volume, ·were on

.

~ ' 1 · ', nd, or enough reasonably assured.

. ··
The establishment of the R eview, therefore, ·was difficult
because the editors -w·e re not in a position to p ay any contributors for articles, and, consequently, had to get promises fr om

oontributors to write articles without compensation for a nonexistent periodical.
[ 3 ]

The difficulty of this situation was extreme and it was subsequently complicated by the fact that some articles were
received which the Editors felt they could not use. Consequently, the first Law R eview Board was in the unique position
of being both a beggar and chooser!
The difficult task of rejecting articles w·hich were sent in
reply to requests was successfully surmounted in at least one
instance by writing to the contributor that we felt his work
was "worthy of a larger public than we could give it," a form
of .editorial refusal ·which was tactful and did not make the
writer an enemy.
Every effort was made to publish a magazine which would
be well done in form as ·well as substance a.u<l paius Wl're not
spa.red in any detail. Even the matter of a seal for the Ueview
was the subject of great consideration.
The seal finally chosen, whi ..·h npp«.),ar!'\ on the (.•over ot' each
issue and on the title page of the boutHl volume~, was copif!<l
in design from the seal of a rnedia•vul law Rchool. \Ve were indebted for the seal to the good offic-e~ of onl.' of tlw prof t~ssors

\

"

of the Latin Department. The letterin~ "'as <lc,ne hy him nn<l
is, I believe, classically correct.
The aim of the Ret'ie"· was. if po~:.;ibl(!, to haVf! artides of
practical as well as scientifie Yalue and ba ve book n.!vi ew8 which
were independent and thorough. The original editors had to
depend on outsiders entirely for reviewing, becau8e at that
time there did not exist that now fast growing class of exeditors of the Law Review, always glad to exchange a short
article for a new book!
Perhaps the first volume of the Review' while fairl~
satis.,
factory, did not measure up to the standard of its successors.
Thia waa due to lack of tradition and to inexperience.
On the other hand, the original Board of Editors did not
have aome of the difticulties which beset later Boards. In writ. .ins notes or in reviewing recent cases we did not have to look
·.~ek through earlier numbers of the Review to see what expres. Oil of opinion, the. Review had given on similar questions-
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I notice ~rom reading my r eport as secr etar y, submitted at
the last meetmg of the :first Editorial Board, in the spring of
~901, that up to then we had received nineteen articles, had published fifteen and returned three; that seven articles were due
during the spring of that year and that there were twelve articles promised for the following year. Thus the requirements
·d down by Dean I(eener for sufficient assurances to give
ee articles for each of the -eight numbers of the R eview bad
n achieved.
It is interesting to note that each of the members of the
w Faculty promised an article during each of the first three
ears of the R eview but that most of them failed to fulfill their
undertakings, even in part. Doubtless they felt relieved of their
obligations when they found that enough outside articles ·were
obtainable to keep the project going!
There were many points to be cover ed by the organizers
of a Review of this kind, and I remember that a great deal of
pains was taken in drawing up the by-la,vs under which the
editors were to operate because it was thought desirable that
the kind of type used and the methods of citing cases should
. .
from the beg1nn1ng
be stand ar d.ize d so th a t the appearance of
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the Review should nhvnys b~ the snmc. The first Board lea
with pride that practic.ally all its rules are still in force.
ms
H, u I believe to be the case, the Law Review is generall
regarded as a real contribution to periodical American le
literature, it has justified its t\venty-five years' career and ~he
purpose of the founders hns been achieved. It rests with th
graduates of tbe school to make its future success possible. e
The La"· School needs the La·w R evie·w in order to ex.press
itself. Without the Review the La'v School would necessarily
be somewhat inarticulate.
For a great La\v School to be 'vithout a law periodical is
really crippling the School, because when there is not such a

:i

•
r

,I

•·

periodical there is no forum in which the Faculty and graduates
of the Law School feel that they have an opportunity of discussing questions which may interest them; and the students
haY"e not the incentive of scholarship competition which leads
to election to the R eview, or the excellent training for brief
writing which is afforded by writing Editorial Comment and
notes of recent cases.
It is gratifying for the supporters of the Revieiv to obserre
that in the last decade, the Courts, both State and Federal,
have begun to refer more and more frequently to the Reu ie·ll'
and other similar periodicals as sources of authority, and that
this reference is not only to contributed articles but, perhaps.
more frequently to the Editorial Comment. As the Bench does,
ao does a wise Bar with the natural result that the influence of a
review like this spreads into places undreamed of at its incep-

tion.
The first year was a year ~ull of anxieties and perplexities.
The Beview was living from hand to mouth both in regard to its
h1nee1 and its contributions. Our troubles were many.
, ·.• · /

.

·j
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But, although the first Board of Editors may haYe had

UM hard problems to overcome, Virgil \Vas right
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ca e er1as, while useful things, do not stimulate cheerful
thoughts. At the old Review smokers and dinners we cultivated
la~ learning on a little real beer, if I may pervert what the early
editors of the Edinburgh Review said of their efforts; and I
claim the right to wonder whether the Boards of recent years
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will ever look back on their cider affairs in quite the same mood
of recollection. After all, the part that dietetics can play in the
_. progress of civilization has yet to be estimated. Therefore just
as Carlyle remarked after reading Froude's rhapsodic intro~:). .~fjaotion to his History of England, that Frederick the Great was
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I
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is 1nshtuho11. A though to ~ervc the purpo8es to which .
was dedicated personalities have always been exclucle<l fr
. it
'>m its
pages (announcem~nts as to changes in Law School personnel
and, of late, brief records of contributors, being the extent of
the departures from this rule), it must be remembered that the

Re·view is first and last a product of the Law School. It started
with a student board of editors, and it always must have a board
drawn from its student body.
That is why the Great War stopped its publication. The
Faculty could have taken over the task of editing the R e'l:iett.:

''

until the students returned from national service, but if that
had happened there would no longer have been a Review. It
was better, therefore, to preserve, even at the cost of stopping
publication, the balance betw·een the contribution of the experienced observer and the editorial notes of the student.
To that end the articles have alwavs
. been contributed b'.
members of the profession. In selection they embrace the
range which goes from the active practitioner to the teacher in
law; and (with but one exception, which personally I regret for
the sake of principle) no editor has ever bad a hand in this
regard. But the editorial work is done exclusiyely by the Board;
it is aided at times by suggestions from the Faculty or elder
brethren of the Bar, but always, in last analysis, the finished
product is the output of the Board.
Thus in the nature of things the editorial board has acquired
a character of its own and has become an institution of the Law
School. The records of its meetings and the reports of its exerutlve1 have all been kept, and they furnish interesting reading
In them1elve1. But, more than that, the Board has gathered
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the South and in the West as 'vell as in the larger cities of the
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The RePiew itself is just as catholic in character. Dedicated as it "·as to ~tndy the origins and mirror the development
of the la"·, its ideal has been to confine itself to no one feature
of that complex.
.
The constant reader can appreciate this, I believe, without
!~
going behind th~scenes, but the records left behind by the sue=·,::
~-(:
cession of depnrte<l g-roups of editors put the idea in even better
~i).
relief. Through n11 the reports of meetings of the board, and
~~\.-. the exhortations of departing executives, runs the thread of an
~;2~:·;: anxiety never to let the magazine get parochial and a,lways to

t~~~::_" ··.,b ita appeal as broad as could be.
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interest, and passing years l>ear away their uppeul (who
~,
110
would read, with flushed interest of the 1 nsular Cases
T) lHl t .l ll
. •
great part the .articles are of permanent value. A few , in,l..1ee( l,
almost belong to literature; and of 8uch I particularly recall
Sir Frederick Pollock's ''Genius of the Common Law '' ,,,l · 1
'
ll(' l
the then Secretary of the Board officially styled (in the Board's

private records) the love story of the common law. If, reader,
you have not a complete set of the Review, get Sir Frederick's
''Genius' '-for it has been published in book form-and you
will appreciate what the Secretary ~eant. But there are manv
other articles, by American writers as well as by Englishme~
like Pollock and Holdsworth, and Canadians like Ewart, of
equal merit and of as lasting quality. Of these writers of our
own country I will not speak; the faithful reader of the Review
knows them, and the new subscriber not only will meet those of
the older group who are still with us, but he will become acquainted as well with younger writers who are taking the place
of the departed.
Following the contributed articles and ahead of the book
reviews in each issue, the reader 'V:ill find the editorial notes on
·recent decisions. And here again I find in the r ecords of the
board the same evidence of an ambition that is in gr eat measure
achieved in the actual outcome. The desire has been to select
cases of the greatest value by reason of the points presented or
suggested, points illustrating growth here, and development
·there, in the law which governs us.
How far that intention has been realized can safely be left

to a practical test. The lawyer or the student engaged in research will find that no better start on a fundamental question
oan be made than by going to the back volumes of the Review.
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In this new departure the work of the Review shows steady increase in value.

I am quite aware that what I have written hardly does more
than suggest the topic assigned m e, and that interesting features
of the growth of the Columbia Laiv Review have not been put
forward with the treatment 'vhich their interest and importance
deserve. But after all 'vhen you are fond of a person, an institution or a place, you can speak only in terms of impression.
And, as I have set forth above, the Review, in its present as~
its history, gives me al,vays the feeling that it well maintains
the valuable balance between the things of present interest and
those of permanent interest, just as, in the minor key, the recolJeotions of an ex-editor vary between work and the lighter side

of intercourse.
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